
FMCU Wristband to WIN!!  
Official Rules 

 

 The Wristband to WIN FB contest is in connection with the Taste of Lemay.    

 All FB comments, post, pics and / or Wristband to WIN entries must be from the Taste of Lemay 

event.  

 The Wristband to WIN FB contest starts on Friday 11/08/16 and runs through Saturday 11/26/16. 

 Winners will be announced on or before Tuesday, December 20, 2016. 

 First Missouri Credit Union (FMCU) member’s and interested persons can enter the FMCU 

Wristband to WIN contest in 3 different ways:  

1. Share, Comment, or TAG someone on a FMCU Taste of Lemay post. 

2. Correctly answer one of three FMCU trivia questions on our website / FB page 

3. Rate us favorably on Google, Yelp, Facebook or Linked IN. 

 

 All contest entries can be found on FB, post, pics, tags, comments and shares should be handled 

via  Facebook and completed entries can be scanned, posted, emailed or sent to the main 

office (1690 Lemay Ferry Rd, 63125) via U.S. post office.  

 Each post, pic, tag, comment, share  submission or review counts as one entry  

 All Wristband to WIN Participants will be entered into the same FMCU prize drawing regardless of 

their participation type. 

 Participants that complete more than one Wristband to WIN entry will be entered into the FMCU 

Wristband to WIN drawing more than once. 

 Contestants can have no more than 7 entries per individual name or FB user - regardless of the 

number of times they post, share, comment, tag, add pics, or write reviews. 

 Contestants that want to participate in The Wristband to WIN FB Contest and do not have a 

Facebook page or website access may enter by providing First Missouri Credit Union with the 

following information:  

o First and last name  

o Day time telephone number  

o Zip code  

o E-mail address  

o Along with request FB task completion.  

 

The Ca$h prize awarded for the Wristband to WIN FB contest is directly related to the number of 

contest participants with a minimum $100.00 prize total, awarded to 4 participants and not to 

exceed a $200.00 prize total awarded to 6 participants.  

 

For example: 

 

0 – 24 unique people enter the Authentic Difference ICU Day FB challenge, the total 

cash prize awarded will be $0.00. 

25 - 100 unique individuals enter the Wristband to WIN FB Facebook Contest – total Ca$h prize 

awarded will be $100.00 divided by 4 winners. 4  $25.00 winners. 



o 100+ people enter the Wristband to WIN FB Facebook Contest – total Ca$h prize awarded will 

be $200.00 divided by 6 winners. 4 $25.00 winners and 2 $50.00 winners.  

 

A minimum of 25 unique individuals must participate in the Wrist Band to WIN contest for the 

minimum prize to be awarded.  Be sure to tell your family and friends, the more people that 

participate the larger the cash prize. 

 

Facebook is in no way connected with this Wristband to WIN FB Contest Winner of the Ca$h prize 

will be chosen by random drawing and notified via FB message. 


